Miller Wire Works, Inc.
Products for Asphalt

Plants

Woven Wire Screens

Kenco Tungsten-Carbide Cutting Edges

Miller Single-Blade Counter-weight Scraper System

Miller Retrofit Blades

QC, Dirt Hog, Astec, Hoe Style, etc.

Kenco 700 Brinell Cast Drum Flights

Kenco Combustion Flights

Kenco castings will not fold over or distort from wear

Nothing handles the heat better

Kenco Slat Conveyor Parts

Kenco Silo Liners

Kenco
Engineering .750" thick, 700 Brinell wear plates are warranted to provide a minimum service
life of 5 million tons, or 8 years from date of invoice, whichever occurs first.

Easiest system installation available

Dry Bearings and Couplings

augers in asphalt plant dust collection systems. They are cast
from exclusive Kenco K-Chrome 500 Brinell alloy and provide
exceptionally longer wearlife than conventional chilled iron
bearings. Dry Bearings are available in Round-Round (RR) or
Square-Round (SR) configurations to fit most applications.
Kenco Coupling Shafts and Dry Bearings must be used together
in order to provide correct mating of alloys.

Kenco Auger Flights

possible with fabricated steel augers. Modular Augers consist of
cast half-flight sections that mate together and are bolted onto a
steel pipe shaft. In many applications wear is concentrated on just
part of the auger, usually where material enters. With Kenco
Modular Augers only those bolt-on flight sections that wear out
need to be replaced, instead of replacing the entire auger. And
repairs can be made with the auger in place, eliminating
expensive downtime and the need for cranes or heavy duty repair
equipment. Modular Augers are cast from Kenco 550 Brinell KChrome for longer wearlife in all applications - wet or dry,
abrasive or corrosive.

Tungsten Carbide RAP
Bucket Scoop

Discharge Sweeps &
Discharge Ring Protectors

RAP is abrasive! Use something
that works!

Protect your Drum Ring from
asphalt build-up

Urethane & Rubber Skirting Modular Urethane Screens

Idlers

Pug Mill Tips & Shanks

Urethane lasts longer on the rock bins
Pre-shaped urethane pulley skirts
Also pre-shaped for
20, 35, 45 degree belts

No Deck Modification required
Anti-blinding even on RAP screens

Take the pain out of pugmills!
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